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We propose that the Meyer–Neldel rule ~MNR! arises naturally for a quantity where both an
intrinsic process as well as a process involving impurities contribute. The strength of the latter
depends solely on the density of the impurities. This leads to a spread in the apparent activation
energy of the measured quantity and the observation of the MNR, even though the intrinsic
processes have fixed activation energies. A consequence of the MNR is the occurrence of a
temperature TMN where a measured parameter is independent of the activation energy. For the
system studied, the MNR does not accurately predict the results at temperatures larger than TMN .
Our model for the MNR is supported by experimental data and it also can explain the inverse MNR
for low activation energies. © 2002 American Institute of Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1469666#
I. INTRODUCTION
Various physical processes are thermally activated and
therefore strongly temperature dependent. It is often ob-
served that an exponential power law in the form
X5X0 exp~2DE/kT ! ~1!
can describe the temperature dependence of a physical prop-
erty, X. The activation energy DE is generally determined by
a barrier height or the band gap between two states. Defects
or doping in, for example, semiconductors, can lead to lower
effective activation energies and to a spread in the values for
DE for the same property in one material. Meyer and Neldel
observed in 1937 a relation between the exponential prefac-
tor X0 and DE in related processes:1
X05X00 exp~DE/EMN!, ~2!
where X00 and EMN are positive constants. Since then, the
origin of this relation @referred to as the Meyer–Neldel rule
~MNR!# and the physical interpretations of X00 and EMN
have been the subject of speculations. Processes where
EMN,0 are rarer and referred to as inverse or anti-Meyer–
Neldel rule.2–6
The discussion of whether there is one universal expla-
nation for the MNR in different systems is not yet settled.
Various plausible models have been proposed. One common
interpretation is based on an exponential density of states
distribution that induces a shift in the Fermi level.7 While
this approach is appealing for some experiments, the MNR is
more widespread than predicted by this model. For example,
Fortner et al.8,9 showed that it cannot explain the MNR for
liquid semiconductors. Also, for various experiments, this
model results in physically unreasonable values for X0 .10
Others speculate that the MNR arises because of the entropy
of multiple excitations.11–13 Though this approach is very
general, it cannot be an universal explanation for the MNR.14
Substituting Eq. ~2! into Eq. ~1! leads to X
5X00 exp(@1/EMN21/kT#DE). One sees immediately that
for a characteristic temperature TMN5EMN /k , the process
becomes independent of the activation energy. In a plot of
ln(X) versus the inverse temperature ~Arrhenius plot!, the
lines of different samples should show one common intersec-
tion at TMN . At this temperature, X is independent of the
activation energy. Most experiments have reported results
measured at temperatures lower than TMN , i.e., the values
for X merge as the temperature increases. Some experiments
on liquid semiconducting alloys exhibited values where the
measured temperature range is higher than TMN .8,9,14 To our
knowledge, nobody has convincing data of a process where
temperatures both below and above TMN yielded the same
value for the characteristic temperature TMN . It is therefore
unknown if the intersection at TMN can be observed. Some
factors make it difficult to measure this intersection: Since X
generally varies by several orders of magnitude, it is usually
very difficult to measure its value over a wide temperature
range. Furthermore, material characteristics might change
drastically with temperature because phase transitions like
melting or evaporation can occur. Nonetheless, we believe
that if such an intersection is possible one should be able to
observe it for some systems.
Frequently, it is observed that the Arrhenius plot deviates
from a linear behavior in the form of a positive
curvature.15–23 Either experimental uncertainties, sparse data,
a narrow temperature range, or a combination of these issues
often make it impossible to determine a distinct curvature.
The origin of the nonlinearity may vary from experiment to
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experiment. Yoon and Lee24 argued that the statistical shift of
the Fermi level can cause the bending. Another common ex-
planation for the bending is that the activation path changes
with temperature.25 Some found a linear dependence of ln(X)
with T21/4 at low temperatures and identified the transport
mechanism as dominated by variable range hopping, which
is described by Mott’s law.15,17,18 It has also been shown that
an excitation involving multiple acceptor levels26 or midgap
impurities27 results in a temperature-dependent activation en-
ergy. At one particular temperature, one excitation might
dominate, however, one or more other paths contribute to X
as well.
It is frequently found that the value for EMN correlates
with the temperature covered by the particular
experiment.28,29 It has been shown that approximations in the
Arrhenius plot can result in a MNR behavior with EMN
5kT*, where T* is equal to a particular temperature within
the experimental temperature range.28,30 It has also been
shown that the MNR of diffusion experiments are due to
experimental error.31
In our opinion, it is not necessary that there is one uni-
versal explanation of the MNR. In order to evaluate what
causes it in each single published experiment, the data has to
be reported in great detail. Only if the Arrhenius plots with
error bars are presented can the possibility of experimental
error be excluded. We will present a model for the MNR,
which is consistent with experimental data that exhibit a
slight curvature in the Arrhenius plot and no actual intersec-
tion at TMN . The change of the main activation path with
temperature, due to multiple processes coexisting at the same
time, leads to the MNR. In particular, we investigate the case
of an excitation involving a monoenergetic impurity distribu-
tion at the mid gap of silicon. Based on parameters obtained
experimentally for the dark current in a charge-coupled de-
vice ~CCD! chip,27 we will generate Arrhenius-type plots for
different impurity concentrations. The computed data are fit-
ted with a least square fitting routine according to the
Arrhenius law @Eq. ~2!#. We will also derive an analytic ap-
proximation to the model data in the form of a first order
Taylor series. Based on the Taylor series, an analytic expres-
sion for EMN is derived and found to be kT, where T is in the
order of the temperature range covered by the experiment.
Finally, we will show that a linear fit of ln(X) versus the
inverse temperature to the model data, the Taylor series, as
well as the experimental data, lead to the same MNR.
II. MODEL
We assume that there is a measured property X for a
group of related samples which have one transport mecha-
nism in common:
Xa5Xa0 exp~2DEa /kT !. ~3!
Another transport path, coexisting in the material, contrib-
utes to X as well. This transport mechanism depends on the
conditions at which the particular sample was treated. For
example, the amount of annealing, doping, or the diffusion of
impurities can determine its magnitude. Its value varies for
different samples of a material. In an experiment, one can
only measure the property X, as it is given by the sum of
both mechanisms. The variation in the second transport
mechanism will cause a spread in the effective activation
energies, which is determined by a straight line fit of ln(X)
versus the inverse temperature. We will investigate in greater
detail the case where the contribution of the second transport
mechanism can be expressed by a function which is in form
identical to Eq. ~3!:
Xb5Xb0 exp~2DEb /kT !. ~4!
For now we will assume a general temperature dependent
function Xb , which represents the second mechanism. The
total value for X is given by the sum of Xa and Xb . In the
Arrhenius plot, the logarithm of X is plotted versus the in-
verse temperature. Therefore, we define f [ln(X) and f 8
[] f /](1/kT). By fitting the logarithm of X as a function of
the inverse temperature with a straight line, one calculates a
linear approximation of f for the measured temperature
range. Analytically, one can calculate a linear approximation
of f by a first order Taylor series expansion around a specific
temperature Tm ~or inverse energy 1/kTm!. The Taylor series
of f is given by
f ~T !5 f ~Tm!1 f 8~Tm!S 1kT2 1kTmD
1
1
2 f 9~Tm!S 1kT2 1kTmD
2
1fl .
Naming the first order Taylor expansion g and regrouping the
terms, we get
g5 f 8~Tm!/kT1@ f ~Tm!2 f 8~Tm!/kTm#
52DETay /kT1ln~X0,Tay!. ~5!
For a good linear approximation of f, Tm should be approxi-
mately in the middle of the investigated temperature range.
DETay is the apparent activation energy which is given by
DETay52 f 8~Tm!: ~6!
X0,Tay5exp@ f ~Tm!2 f 8~Tm!/kTm# ~7!
is the exponential prefactor as given in Eq. ~1!. Combining
Eqs. ~6! and ~7!, it follows:
ln~X0,Tay!5ln@X~Tm!#1DETay /kTm . ~8!
The MNR results if ln(X0,Tay) is linearly dependent on DETay
with EMN as the constant of proportionality. Note that
ln@X(Tm)# in Eq. ~8! generally contains an implicit depen-
dence on DETay which we will discuss in Sec. III.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We assume that two independent transport mechanisms,
obeying Eqs. ~3! and ~4!, contribute to the property X. One
mechanism is determined by an intrinsic activation and the
other by an activation that involves impurities:
X5Xa0 exp~2DEa /kT !1Xb0 exp~2DEb /kT !. ~9!
We assume further that the activation energy for the intrinsic
activation DEa and the exponential prefactor Xa0 are con-
stant. The energy level of the impurities DEb is set constant
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(DEb,DEa) as well. By varying the number of impurities
~actually we vary Xb0! we can obtain Arrhenius-type plots
and determine the conditions under which one observes the
MNR. Since we want to compare the model data to a real
experiment, we chose parameters which are realistic for dark
current in a CCD imager.27 The dark current X and the pref-
actors Xa0 and Xb0 are given in counts/s. Since the units of
X, Xa0 , and Xb0 are not important to our analysis, we will
consider their values dimensionless. A fit based on two inde-
pendent thermally activated transport mechanisms to the
dark current in a CCD chip between 222 and 291 K resulted
in two major distributions of activation energies. For the
computer simulation we fixed three parameters at the peak of
these distributions: DEa51.18 eV, ln(Xa0)552.4, and DEb
at midgap ~0.59 eV!. All parameters are realistic for a CCD
chip. Midgap impurity levels have been found in other CCDs
and can, for example, be caused by Au, Ni, or Co
contamination.32,33
The data points in Fig. 1 are generated with Eq. ~9!. In
an actual experiment one does not know about the two
mechanisms and a linear fit according to Arrhenius law @Eq.
~1!# seems reasonable. Inevitable uncertainties in the actual
measurement would also make it more difficult to detect the
deviation from Eq. ~1!. The lines for impurity densities at the
depicted impurity concentrations appear to merge with in-
creasing temperatures. We will show that a linear fit to these
lines will lead to a common apparent intersection at T
5TMN . The observation of the MNR requires, therefore,
only the assumption of different impurity concentrations.
With a least square fit, according to Eq. ~1!, to the model
data generated by Eq. ~9!, one can find values for the pref-
actor X0fit and the apparent activation energy DEfit . Figure 2
shows that the relation between ln(X0fit) and the apparent
activation energy DEfit while almost reaching from the im-
purity level DEb to the intrinsic activation energy DEa can
be described linearly over a very wide range ~see closed
circles!. The minimum in DEfit is reached for ln(Xb0)
529.6. For higher impurity concentrations one can observe
the inverse MNR with a slope approaching negative infinity.
A similar inverse MNR was found by Meiling and Schropp,3
for thin-film transistors with intrinsic heterogeneous silicon.
As mentioned earlier, the exponential approximation
@Eq. ~1!# can also be obtained from a first order Taylor series
@Eq. ~5!#. For Eq. ~9!, the apparent activation energy DETay
@Eq. ~6!# is given by
DETay
5
DEaXa0 exp~2DEa /kTm!1DEbXb0 exp~2DEb /kTm!
Xa0 exp~2DEa/kTm!1Xb0 exp~2DEb /kTm!
.
~10!
Considering all other parameters as fixed, DETay is monoto-
nous in Xb0 . DETay decreases from DEa for small values of
Xb0 @see solid triangles in Fig. 2 with ln(Xb0)522# to DEb for
high impurity concentrations @see solid triangles in Fig. 2
with ln(Xb0)536#. The Taylor series is expanded around Tm
5259 K, hence approximately in the middle of the used tem-
perature range. We found that at Tm the least square fit ~solid
circles in Fig. 2! and the Taylor series ~solid triangles in Fig.
2! have similar activation energies and prefactors for the
same Xb0s. It is remarkable that the MNR, as shown by both
data series, is the result of varying impurity concentrations
and a reasonable linear approximation only. Figure 2 also
shows that the model data analyzed with the Taylor series
and the fit are a good approximation to the actual results
obtained by dark current measurements in a CCD. The figure
depicts 52 arbitrary data points ~out of 222 784 data points
for the 4923492 pixel subframe!, chosen such that a wide
range of activation energies is covered. The characteristic
Meyer–Neldel energy EMN , as the slope of the linear region
in Fig. 2, is very close to the thermal energy at the tempera-
ture of the data sets. Looking only at the least square fits, this
correspondence is not obvious, but the reason for this can be
found in the Taylor series analysis. The Meyer–Neldel en-
ergy can be calculated as the slope of ln(X0,Tay) vs DETay .
Using Eq. ~8! it follows:
FIG. 1. ln(X) vs the inverse temperature for three different ln(Xb0)s and
linear fits to the data points. FIG. 2. ln(X0) vs DE for the dark current in a CCD and for the model data
based on ln(Xb0)s in 0.2 increments between 22 and 36.












The derivative of Eq. ~10! with respect to Xb0 is given by
S dDETaydXb0 D
5
Xa0 exp~2DEa /kTm!exp~2DEb /kTm!~DEb2DEa!







Xa0 exp~2DEa /kTm!1Xb0 exp~2DEb /kTm!
. ~13!




The second term in Eq. ~14! is monotonous in Xb0 , negative,
and over a wide range of Xb0s and DETays small compared to
1/kTm . EMN is therefore slightly higher than kTm for all
activation energies. As also seen in Fig. 2, EMN,Tay calculated
with Eq. ~14! is close to the experimental value for EMN of
25.3 meV ~given as the inverse of the slope of all 222 784
data points in a graph similar to Fig. 2!. Generally one can
observe a MNR when the following applies in the measured
temperature range: Xb and Xa are such that there is a transi-
tion from the intrinsic to the secondary process for the given
impurity concentrations, the Arrhenius plots are reasonably
linear, and EMN is determined by the first term in Eq. ~14!.
The model data also explain that the dark current mea-
surements at a temperature (kT527 meV) higher than the
calculated critical temperature (kTMN525.3 meV) did not
show a crossover in the Arrhenius plot as predicted by the
MNR.27 Considering the MNR only, one would expect for
T.TMN an increasing value for X with increasing activation
energy. However, we could only observe that ln(X) was con-
verging for all pixels. This means for T.TMN the intrinsic
transport is dominant and the different impurity concentra-
tions do not contribute strongly to the value of ln(X).
Our model is not limited to the system described above.
For example, multiple impurity levels with different ener-
gies, which depend on the kind of impurities, and different
prefactors, which depend on their prevalence, could contrib-
ute to the total count. Thus, X5( i50
n Xi0 exp(2DEi /kT)
would show the same characteristics in a limited temperature
range as two exponential functions only: converging values
with increasing temperatures, a slight positive curvature in
the Arrhenius plot, and the observation of the MNR. We also
found that other functions for Xb @Eq. ~4!# lead to the same
result. For example, Xb5Xb0 exp@2(Th /T)1/4# , for variable
range hopping, as described by Mott’s law, results for differ-
ent Xb0s in a MNR plot similar to Fig. 2.
Experiments, where the measured temperatures are
larger than the characteristic temperature TMN8,9,14 can be
explained by a change in the values of Xa0 . Approximately
constant values of Xb0 and a varying Xa0 cause a merging of
X at lower temperatures. The apparent intersection at TMN is
thus lower than the measured temperatures.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We showed that a physical property which is the sum of
two activation mechanisms, a mediated mechanism and an
intrinsic mechanism, can cause a spread in the effective ac-
tivation energy. Variations in the impurity concentration ~i.e.,
different prefactors for the mediated process! result in effec-
tive activation energies and effective prefactors that showed
MNR behavior and inverse MNR behavior. Thus, despite the
fact that the underlying activation energies do not obey the
MNR, the MNR is observed in the apparent activation ener-
gies. The characteristic Meyer–Neldel energy EMN was cal-
culated as approximately kT, with T in the investigated tem-
perature range. Our model quite accurately mimicked the
experimentally observed MNR. The assumption of two or
multiple independent processes contributing to a physical
property is expected to be generally applicable. We expect,
therefore, that the model could be an explanation of the ob-
servation of the MNR and the inverse MNR in other systems
as well.
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